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Counting Down the Days Since 1920

Life In Senegal: Moustapha Toure
Senegal's position near the ocean.
Notable modern buildings include
an art museum and a large mediAround Long wood's cam- cal center.
The French founded Dakar
pus, Moustapha Toure probably
has a hard time blending into a in 18S7, which they used as a
crowd. At 6'7", he looms above commune from 1887 to 1924,
most of the students and his soft when it was established as an inaccent reveals he is not originally dependent district known as
Dakar and Dependencies.
from the United States.
In 1946, this district was inBut upon talking with
Moustapha, one discovers that he corporated with Senegal, but duris just "one of the guys" who has ing World War II the French
adjusted well to life in the States. Vichy government controlled
He likes UF Kim, loves basket- Dakar. However, U.S. forces inball, and rooted for Arizona in the vaded North Africa and domiNCAA men's basketball tourna- nated the city from 1942 until the
ment.
end of the war.
The population, according
But Moustapha is also familiar with a culture of which to a 1994 estimate, was
many Longwood students are not 1,641,358. Life in Dakar is "just
familiar. He grew up in Dakar, like here," says Moustapha. But
Senegal, which is located on the upon further questioning, it is
western-most part of Africa on the obvious that Senegal is a special
place with its own niche in the
Atlantic coast.
Dakar, the capital as well as worid.
the largest city, has modem cargoDakar is not the stereotypihandling facilities, such as ware- cal African country, where people
houses, a fueling station, and run around in the jungle with liloading piers. A bustling fishing ons and tigers and the women
industry is only natural due to walk around topless, as some stuDAWNKANEHL
Aut. Opinion Editor

dents have asked Moustapha.
Instead, it is a bustling city
that he says is comparable to
Richmond, Virginia. They have
clubs, movie theatres, and restaurants. His mother has a traditional
full-time job with IBM and his
father coaches minor league soccer in France.
Males and females are
schooled together and have elementary, middle, and high
schools just like the United States.
The University of Dakar
was founded in 1949, which also
houses the Insutut Fondamental
d'Afrique Noire, a recognized
center for the African cultural
studies.
However, there are some
aspects of life in Senegal that are
very different from those in the
United States. Most Senegalese
citizens are Muslim, and this religion shapes their everyday life.
They are expected to pray five
times a day. preferably in a
mosque.
In Dakar, a mosque is located about every five minutes.
During prayer time. Moustapha

says, the streets are empty, as ev- Muslim families in Senegal.
In Dakar, a person will only
eryone is engaged in their prayers.
Here in the United States, find one or two liquor stores,
Moustapha finds it hard to prac- mainly for the white people who
tice his daily ritual. For example, live there. Muslims do not drink,
he can't really leave in the middle and this extends to the youth as
of basketball practice to go pray. well.
One aspect of American
But, according to the Koran, Muslims may make up the prayers culture that Moustapha does not
later as long as they spend five understand is American students'
fascination with alcohol, and why
minutes on each prayer.
The Muslim religion affects they enjoy drinking so much.
personal life such as dating and "Why do you go to clubs and parfree time. Teens are allowed to ties?" he asks. To meet people
date, but not in the same way as and dance, but not to drink."
Of course, some people do
Americans.
"Dates" usually take place drink, but these are usually the
at the girl's home, and the parents citizens who have gone overseas
must be in the room. Also, if the and then returned to Senegal.
couple is allowed to go out, the Even then, they must be careful
male must bring the girl home to hide it
Even though males and fevery early.
This practice extends to all males are schooled together,
unmarried people who live with some disparity still exists in how
their parents. It's common for a .they are treated.
Moustapha has an older sistwenty-five year old or even
someone who is thirty to still live ter who attends Brown University
at home. Of course, Muslims are in Rhode bland. When she deexpected to wait until marriage cided to come to the United States
for sexual relations. These rules
See SENEGAL p. 5
are still followed by many of the

150th Anniversary Celebration
ANNE BELL
Staff Writer
The sisters of Alpha Delta
Pi, in honor of their 150th anniversary, would like for all
other Greek sororities, including NFC and NPHC, to
join them in a celebration of
Sisterhood Week.
This week is not only
a celebration of Alpha Delta
Pi's founding but also the
commemoration of the start
of Greek life and the idea of
true sisterhood, as Alpha
Delta Pi was the first secret
society founded, in an effort
to break down the barriers
of the differences of separate sororities, and present the idea that
sisterhood is present within all
Greeks, no matter what the varying letters.
April 16th through the 20th,
there will be many different
events going on.

Starting on Monday, there
will be an all sorority pin attire
day. On, Tuesday, lettered shirts
will be worn. Wednesday, dress
i n some form of the mascot of the

Also. "I Spy an ADPi" will
be on Thursday. April 19th. Water guns can be bought in the dining hall for one dollar starting
April 16th, with a grand prize of
a gift certificate to
Macados. All the fundraising proceeds will
benefit the Ronald
McDonald House.
On Saturday,
April 21st Alpha Delta
Pi will have their
Founders Day for their
150th anniversary.
This event will be
for all sisters of the Ep

sorority. Thursday, there will be
a choice made by each sorority of
a random shirt. Friday will be an
all sorority juniper day.
On Wednesday the 18th. on
the Stubbs front lawn, from 5-7
there will be a cook out and volleyball.

silon Chi Chapter of
Alpha Delta Pi and
alumni, in honor of their first six
founders.
During this week of Sisterhood the sisters of Alpha Delta Pi
extend this invitation for all Greek
Women to join in on these
planned events.
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^^^pp has hired to their increased use at popular
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Well, kiddies, it seems that
one of my staff received a pretty
cruel letter just the other day
about an article he wrote, and I
felt the urge to reply to it.
Now, I don't do this to all
letters for obvious reasons (although I want to oh so badly the
majority of the time), but I felt
especially eager this week.
The letter reads,
"Dear Editor,
"This letter is in regards to
the article written by Jared
Underwood about junior Laura
Eynon.
"If a reporter has time to interview a student for a profile
piece, he should have enough
time to write a decent article.
"A unique individual, like
Laura, is a perfect model for a
profile.
"Not only was the article
often redundant with information,
it sounded like it was written at
the hut minute and could easily
pass for an article in a high school
newspaper.
"I am absolutely appalled
to see such a poor work of journalism in a school that I enjoy at.1- ':.'"•

tending.
"Laura's background and
choices are a perfect basis on
which to write a profile; however,
the article falls short of anything
noteworthy.
"While I don't know Laura
personally, I know her from
classes and she puts forth outstanding efforts in classroom discussions.
"Her mere presence is
stronger than the outcome of this
article.
"Laura's story could have
been such an amazing article, but
instead I think it proves that a
story written at the last minute
isn't worth writing at all.
"I hope to read better, more
prepared articles in The Rotunda
in the future.
"Sincerely,
"A Concerned Student"
Ok, now, I understand that
people have opinions and can express them accordingly, but I cannot get my brain around this letter.
First of all, it seems obvi

See TIRADE p. 5
'—'
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Dear Editor
I would just like to take the
time to reply to the article in the
Activist Zone in last weeks Rotunda.
This unknown author
brought up a lot of points about
how he feels about the dining hall.
I am just going to address each
one as he brought them up.
First of all, if he, or any
other student, has any concerns
about the dining hall there are
better ways to handle it besides
writing a letter to The Rotunda.
There is a comment box over by
the deli in the serving area.
The management staff
spends a good portion of their
meetings going over all those
comment cards and seeing where
they need to improve.
If you dont want to write a
card, speak to one of the managers, I'm sure they will be happy
to hear about your concerns and
see what they can do to fix it.
Now as far as the dining
hall being filled beyond capacity,
I have never seen this happen.
The fire safety capacity is
1281; on average we serve 1400
for an entire meal, but that is over
a 3-hour time span.
With people going in and
out of the dining hall during a
meal you will never see us reach
full capacity.
If you feel that the place is
crowded, go to the grand dining
hall. There is almost always
plenty of room there.
Also, we are willing to admit that around Noon and around
5 p.m. the dining hall will be
crowded. Those are the times that
most students get out of class and
like to eat. So if you want to avoid
the crowd, come in at 12:30 and
5:30.
Yes, we know that some of
the tables are wobbly; we have
been working since the beginning
of the year to get them all fixed.
However, the reason that
they are not fixed is because every time someone moves a table
to accommodate a large group, it
makes the table loose or breaks
the supports on the bottom.
If you dont want to eat at a
wobbly table, take your large
group over to either end of the
dining hall, where there are many
tables already pushed together, or
to the grand dining room.
Yes, the grand dining room
is not always open, but that is only
during special events and the
weekend.
The author also made a

complaint about the serving area
being messy.
Yes, the serving area can
get messy. That is during those
rush times when the dining hall
is crowded and the employees are
mostly worried about having food
out for our customers to eat.
As soon as they can, the students and the full time workers
clean up any messes in the dining
hall.
Also, here is a suggestion
for people who don't like the gobs
of salad dressing on the counter.
Take your plate off your tray and
bring it closer to the container of
dressing. This way you won't spill
any on the counter.
Now as for the leftover
food and trays being left on the
tables, it would help us a great
deal if people would simply take
their trays to the dish room.
The employees spend a
good portion of their shift picking up after people who won't return their trays.
It is not that long of a wait
to return your tray. Even if the line
is all the way to the microwave
cart you will more than likely be
out of there in less than a minute.
The ketchup issue is one
that we have been aware of for a
while now. Let me assure you we
are taking steps to ensure that
there is always ketchup out there
for your onion rings and steak
sandwiches.
Bringing your ID to the dining hall does not seem like that
big of a chore to me, but I guess
it is for some people. You need to
get back in your building so why
are you going to leave without it?
There are certain safety and
security issues that necessitate
that you have your ID on you.
It ensures that we don't
have people who don't belong on
campus in our dorms and in our
dining hall.
The policy of having your
ID to get in has been in effect for
a long time now and that issue is
actually controlled by the
President's office.
It seems pretty obvious to
me that the reason we need to
have our IDs is because not everyone has a meal plan.
Would it be fair to let commuters without meal plans and
friends of students that are visiting get free food, when the rest
of us have paid for our meal plan?
The next issue brought up
by this author is that of the food
on the weekend.
It is not practical nor eco-

nomical to keep the grill, pizza,
and deli open on the weekends.
The amount of people we
serve during the weekend is substantially lower than any day during the week.
As far as the hours of service on the weekend go, we are
open for brunch from 11 to 1 on
Saturday and Sunday.
Dinner on Saturday is from
S to 6:30 and Dinner on Sunday
is from 4:30 to 6:30.
Again, it is not practical nor
economical to keep the dining hall
open for more hours than those.
If you can't make it to the
dining hall during those times, the
cafe is open during the weekends.
You just have to change your meal
plan to a 14 +100 and you will be
ok if you miss brunch on the
weekends.
I apologize that you were
unable to get your omelette that
you wanted, but remember these
people work hard all day and
would like to get off when they
are scheduled.
I'm not sure how this person speaks for the entire campus,
but I know I'm usually up before
11 on the weekends.
If that is a problem for you.
then maybe you should set your
alarm.
The author also has some
specific complaints about the
food.
Can anybody honestly tell
me that they have never gone to a
restaurant and had something
wrong with your food? The only
reason that it is more noticeable
in the dining hall is because you
eat there more often than any
other place.
If you have any problems
with the food, fill out a comment
card and let us know.
As far as healthy options
go, we provide the Good For You
section. Pasta, Changing Scenes,
and Pan Geos.
If you are a Vegan we provide soymilk and Lad-Aid milk
behind the salad bar. Just ask the
person behind there and I'm sure
they will help you out
Now if the author is still
worried about having to eat off
campus and buy his $.50 hamburger, we are hiring.
Please come in and fill out
a work-study form.
We would be glad to have
you there to help clean and serve
food.
Ben Koontz
Head Student Supervisor

OPINION

CAUTION
TIJC JMfflst Iw

"If you're not mad,you re not paying attenttoif'
"The Activist" is your outlet for battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your
chance to do something about societal evils, instead of just whining about them. So speak up
and act up. Because if you 're not mad, you 're not paying attention. E-mail activist ideas to
rotunda@longwoodlwc.edu.

Registration Woes Consume Student
UZ RICHARDS
AssL News Editor

"The system is down."
Something you would associate
with the Internet server for your
computer, right? Well, a few
weeks ago this phrase took on a
whole new meaning, especially
for the freshmen.
After a half an hour of trying to call the line that enables me
to register for classes, one of my
hall mates came into my room and
told me that "the system was
down" in the registrar's office, and
I wouldn't be able to register for
classes until the following Sunday.
Wonderful.
All week I had been stressing over whether or not I would
get into the classes I needed all
week, and now I was being forced
to wait even longer?
Had I experienced a nervous breakdown, I think it
would've only been fair to make
the registrar's office pay for any
medical bills due to my collapse.
I mean if they are the cause
of all this stress, they should pay
for the damage they are doing.
Ok, so once I got over the
fact that I would have to endure a
few more days of this uncertainty,
I started preparing for the big
night
I had arranged a list of back
up classes in case I couldn't get
into the ones that I actually
wanted. I even went as far as
memorizing the phone number of
the registration line, you know
4444?
Needless to say, I was ready
to take this registration thing by
the reigns once Sunday night
rolled around. 12:01 a.m. I started
dialing.
Busy, that's ok. 111 radial.

Busy? Here's the funny part, this
went on until 2 a.m.
I finally gave up and decided I would set my alarm clock
for 3:30 a.m. I figured by then all
of Longwood's students will be
fast asleep, and I could register for
my classes.
Well, can you guess what
happened? I awoke from my
sweet slumber at 3:30 and called
the registration number. Busy.
At that moment I declared
war on the registrar's office, then
went back to sleep.
I got up early the next
morning and called the advisor for
my major, who managed to pull a
few strings for me and get me into
a few classes, but even after that,
I was only registered for 9 credits.
I then went to see my advisor for my minor, and had it not
been for her, I probably would
have been a part time student next
year.
Thankfully she got me into
the classes that I needed, and I
was set
Everything is fine, right?
WRONG!
Now, let me point out one
very important thing to you that
you may have missed.
I spent hours on the phone,
sweating bullets about what my
schedule would be like next semester.
Yet, one visit to my advisors that took about IS minutes,
and I was registered.
My proposal to this problem that has plagued many of
Longwood's students is this:
(gasp) have the advisors register
the students for their classes.
Give the kids the option of
registering over the phone, but if
they don't want to do that just
have the advisor do the register-

ing.

—

Spring Weekend Dream
Becomes a Real Nightmare
BRYSONMINNIX
'ion Editor
Every Spring Weekend and
Oktoberfest I envision my perfect
Saturday.
After an early morning bedtime and a midmorning rise, I
would take a quick shower and
then go fishing with alumni.
A couple of hours later I
would roll down to Stubbs lawn
to fatten my belly and lose some
games all to a live soundtrack
playing in the background.
By the time I would have
had my (ID of that it would be time
to really have fun, and as we all
know that means leaving the black
bole of happiness we affectionmsy e«M oatnjws.
•Mall perfect, doesn't it?
{Then yen know it's not
The »W&Iem is that my
moAerabwesWfesons my perfect
Saturday and it rarely neembtes

Luckily I have a ground floor
room.
I go to the side door and
discover my aunt half perched on
a shrub, attempting to peep
through the one inch space betwesn my shade and windowsill.
After an hour of me completely waking up and dressing to
a live soundtrack of my mom
bitching about my messy room
and backed up laundry, I escort
her, my aunt, two-year-old
nephew, teenage cousin and her
friend to Stubbs lawn.
In eighty degree weather
my nephew decides he wants to
use my lap as his primary mode
of transportation.
My feeling on (his is split
ft'shoto«sdma»««brt,Duthe
is so damn CUM tW every girl I
know, or want le know, comes to
mewrmaliMMriapfe
It's lunch Ass* » we decide
ID scour te ana for the boom
with the most appealing menu
Thank God we have thirty
different chokes of chili, cheese
sandwiches, and luke warm
drinks srosn which to choose

It honestly doesn't take very
long at all. The student simply
prepares a list of classes that they
want (along with backup's if those
classes are full), brings it to the
advisor, and the advisor takes a
few minutes of their time to register that one student.
The second pfobtem hes in
I realize that an advisor has the fact that part of my vision in
more than just one advisee, they eludes the insane hope of somehave quite a few students under thing reserabung fun to happen on
their care, but it would save so campus. I dea't aspect much,
much more time and STRESS in
you kjeethMte
the long run.
Lastly, I want to bring to
luckily
attention one thing that really Weekend, pert * my vision
troubled me when I heard about MMasenftty.
*j
it. There is a certain advisor, or
ar an early morning bedmaybe there are a few, that will
• MM] a ntdaorning rise ay
not meet with their advisees until perfect ^pWtay «*ls.
the day after registration.
1*5L-^fcMrafeMwdkfti
So, while the rest of the stu■■■Ml
dent body is getting into the
classes they need/want, these certain students have to sit on their
butt, chewing their nails raw,
wondering if there will be any
spaces left in their required
PROPS:
classes.
They can't even try regis+ To Junction for saving bandfest by helping out
tering over the phone because
with the sound equipment
they'll just come to find out that
+ To Aramark for helping out with the Jewish Student
they have an advisor's bold flag,
Organization Passover Seder
meaning they can't sign up at all.
I hope someone does some■ To all the organizations that participated in Spring
thing about this awful mess of
Weekend
registering.
I think it's ridiculous that
DROPS:
the uncertainty of my future
- To the sudden heat wave; WHAT HAPPENED TO
classes was the topic of converSPRING????
sation, the thing that I worried
about most and essentially what
- To the campus police for not taking down reserved
consumed my life for over a
signs at parking spaces that weren't reserved any
week.
longer, and hadn't been for over 12 hours
Come on advisors, help out
your students. We're reaching out
- To the strange, violent crimes that only seem to
for your help, please lead us on
happen in Farmville; what's up with this town?
the right path to our future.

m

$ m®ri9m$

Send yj2UL.Props and Drops to rotunda9longwood.lwc.edu

Longwood Senior Wins New Saturn
CELESTE CARD
Public Relations
Kat O'Malley, a senior majoring in marketing, is the happy
owner of a new Saturn which she
recently won from a
sweepstakes on the Target
website.
O'Malley was analyzing the web site as a
homework assignment for
Dr. Tracy Tuten's E-Commerce class during fall semester.
She saw the contest
and thought, "I need a car,
why not?"
O'Malley finished
her fall semester and went home
to enjoy her winter break.
When she returned for her
first day of classes there was a
letter waiting to inform her of her

good fortune.
She was skeptical about the
authenticity of the letter at first
The Target sweepstakes
had slipped her mind: "I totally

File Photo
forgot about it"
When she was finally convinced of the letter's reality, she
was still in disbelief about actually receiving the car. "I kept wait-
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SENEGAL cont'd p. 1
for schooling, his grandparents and parents hoped she would
stay in Senegal and get married
instead.
According to Moustapha,
she really did not feel "free" and
when she first came to the U.S.
her mother visited about every
three months. With Moustapha
living in the States to look after
her, his mother has stopped visiting. But in general, females are
still thought of as the weaker gender.
Moustapha sees the United
States as much more liberal than
Senegal, especially when it comes
to families. "People here talk to
their parents in certain ways that
I can't do," Moustapha says. "In
Senega], parents are like God and
we have to do whatever they say."

In fact, child abuse laws do
not exist in Senegal. If a child said
a parent was beating them, the police would not act on it because
the parents have the right to treat
children as they wish.
Moustapha says his parents
beat his siblings, but Moustapha
himself never received punishment because he always obeyed
his parents. Of course, maybe
they just knew he would grow up
to be 6'7" and weigh 210 pounds.
One of the most interesting
facts about Senegal revolves
around its language use. Most
Dakar citizens come from the
Wolof ethnic group, thus at home
the Wolof language is spoken. An
oral language, Wolof has no writing system.
However, until the end of
World War II. the French controlled Senegal, and their influ-

ing for somebody to say 'just kidding.'"
O'Malley received her Saturn at the end of February. As she
was driving it home she kept saying, "This is my car."
This is her first
car and she says, " I
have been racking up
the miles on it"
Her good fortune
has taken much worry
off the shoulders of
O'Malley- "That's been
my biggest fear - I
don't have a car and I'm
graduating."
O'Malley has
quickly become accustomed to
her newfound freedom of transportation.
"It's hard to imagine how I
went without a car for so long."
drug ia quickly getting recognamoVQi^usmuty tea liquid
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i opposed to (he
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u increased seree
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Congratulations
Oozeball Winners
CO-CD DMJION:
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The Ambassadors would like to thank their advisors. Campus
Police, Lancer Productions, Facilities Management and
everyone else who made Oozeball 2001 a success!!
MctecowfetaJBg effects in<
fee, higfc risk of coU*
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ence is still seen everywhere. In
the schools, students are expected
to speak only French. In elementary school, the teachers would
punish children caught speaking
Wolof.
But Dakar teachers are also
Wolof. so they are essentially
ceasing the dialogue of their own
language by their own people.
Even though the French no longer
control Senegal, its shadow still
remains. But Moustapha says that
when he left for the United States,
talks were starting in Dakar of try
ing to preserve the Wolof traditions for posterity.
Despite traveling halfway
across the globe, Moustapha says
he was ready for life in the United
States because his sister already
lived here and he visited with his
mother.
Also, in order to improve

his English, Senegal offered town of Farm ville? While in Verclasses teaching "British En- mont, the recruiting skills of
glish," which Moustapha says is Coach Hosteller brought
somewhat different than Ameri- Moustapha here to Longwood.
can English.
Moustapha says that Longwood
He learned about American was definitely the most consistent
culture through television shows. in its quest for him to play basMoustapha attended junior col- ketball here.
lege in Vermont for his first two
Senegal, although located
years, where he says he saw his in Africa, receives influence not
first snow.
only from France but other counWhen asked what he will tries as well, as people relocate
do after graduation, Moustapha and Senegal citizens travel to
says he is not sure. His mom America.
wants him to move back to
Even though Dakar funcSenegal, and bis father wants him tions as a modern city, its history
to come to France.
and traditions make it unique in
Of course, with a degree in its own right.
marketing and the ability to speak
Some information from this
three languages, he also has the article came from: Microsoft
option of staying in the United Encarta Online Encyclopedia,
States and working.
2001.
And just how, exactly, did
Moustapha discover the small

l such

j^HPuten.

NEWS & VIEWS

Relay for Life to Raise Money for Cancer
PRESSRELEASE
The American Cancer Society is looking for volunteers to
participate in the Greater
Parmville Relay for Life.
So, what is RFL you ask?
RFL is a team event to raise
money for cancer research and
programs.
Teams of 8 to IS people
walk a track and camp overnight
with games and activities. Each
relay begins with cancer survivors
taking the first lap. There is a luminary ceremony at dark to honor
and remember those who have
battled cancer.
The 2001 Greater Farmville
Relay will take place on Saturday,
April 28 at 3 p.m. and goes until
Sunday, April 29 at 6 a.m. at the
Prince Edward County High
School track.
The relay has been moved
from May to April in order to allow Longwood students to participate.

The laps can be made by
walking, running, skating, even
rollerblading. Teams can consist
of friends, co-workers, family
members, or any group who
wants to help out
Each team is responsible
for an entry fee of $100. The goal
of 2001 is to have each team
member collect $90 in donations,
plus his/her share of the team's
entry fee.
Teams are encouraged to
come up with a theme for their
team, as well. Past themes have
included M*A*S*H, Wedding
Day, and Hawaiian Luau. So be
creative!
Luminaries, or "bags of
light," are donated in honor of
cancer survivors and/or in
memory of cancer victims. For a
$10 donation, the name of your
friend, relative, or loved one will
be inscribed on a luminary.
All luminaries will be arranged around the field and lit on
the evening of the Relay.

Now, to take on the other
aspects of this letter.
ously written in haste and
He says this article could
anger because the writer, who "easily pass for an article in a high
cares so much about journalistic school newspaper."
integrity, does not say anything to
Well, maybe I'm wrong,
back his remarks up.
but most of the people who work
(Just to clear the air, here, I here (myself and Underwood indo not know the identity of said cluded) do not have degrees in
writer, but the masculine is the journalism.
most convenient of pronouns, so
In fact, we work on this
don't get offended).
paper not to pad our resumes as
Normally, a person who so many people seek to do with
wants to win any kind of argu- extracurricular activities or in orment would use more than just der to get our work criticized by
criticisms. A person who wants to every Tom, Dick, and Dickless
win an argument will generally who wants to vent some anger at
include concrete evidence to back us because we didn't have "betup said argument.
ter, more prepared articles."
But I don't see much of that
If he had any idea how difgoing on around here.
ficult this paper was to finish evWhat I see is someone who ery week and how close all of us
simply did not like the way in this office have come to just
Underwood wrote this piece and throwing our hands up, he would
attacked it maliciously and with- not have been so quick to make
out (it would seem) due cause.
snap judgements.
I stand by Underwood's reBecause I'll let you in on
porting and his writing.
something, Mr. Concerned StuHe has proved an invalu- dent people like you make me
able asset to this paper. I have glad I am not coming back to this
proof of this, too, because he con- paper next year.
sistently comes to meetings,
People like you make me
writes articles, interviews tire- feel that this school is not as enlessly for his articles, makes time joyable as you seem to find it
to get his responsibilities done
People like you, who like
here, plus attending classes and to whine and complain and point
having a social life.
fingers without so much as eviOh, but don't get me dence or rational thinking, piss me
wrong.
off.
He can screw up an article
And I am nauseous from
just as easily as anybody else can, having to deal with people like
I just want to point out that I have you.
i behind my opinion.
I'm not trying to personally

TIRADE cont'd p. 2
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Congratulations to the Winners of
the Spring Weekend Chili Cook Off

This ceremony is truly a
moving sight at the end of a fun
and inspiring day. You don't have
to take part in the relay to be part
Tirst Place
of this tribute!
Tau Kappa Spsilon
Join in helping to light the
way in the fight against cancer.
Forms can be obtained in the
GIVE office.'
Second Place
Sun, moon, and star danglers can be sold and displayed
Glprja Sigma lau
outside the dining hall.
Students can ask faculty
and staff to help in this cause by
leaving donation jars outside their
Thjia Place
offices.
If you are interested in
Kappa Delta
forming a team, please contact
Ellen Masters at x2397 or
emasters@longwood.lwc.edu to
request a Team Leader's Packet.
point across," said student Jackie
You should also have a represenUZ RICHARDS
Wayland.
tative attend the next meeting on
Assl. News Editor
This year was Cheryl
Thursday, April 12, 7-8 p.m.,
Booths were set up all over Mullooly's first time coordinating
Farmville United Methodist
the top floor of the Student Union the fair. A little apprehensive
Church.
at last Tuesday's Wellness Fair, all about how the turn out would be,
with the same objective, to pro- she ended up very pleased with
mote healthy living.
how things went
assault you, Mr. Concerned StuWith booth topics ranging
"I was afraid the rain would
dent, but your kind is, in my opin- from Domestic Violence to Skin stop students from coming, but I
ion, what makes this college, this Cancer, each provided informa- was wrong. This year's fair was
community and indeed, this tion about their theme, along with bigger than last year's, we had (o
world, "fall short of anything free "treats" that were used to expand it from the lobby to the
noteworthy."
draw a crowd.
ABC rooms.
This entire year I have had
"The Wellness Fair was
"Overall, it went very well.
to put up with people like you very successful, a lot of people There were lots of students walksaying how much The Rotunda came to our booth, I think it was ing around, and a few of them resucked and how much of a fluff because we were giving out free ceived some pretty good door
paper it is.
chocolate, but whatever gets your prizes," said Mullooly.
Yeah, it hurts my feelings
because I have dedicated a lot of
time to this paper and thus to this
college. More than that though,
LSAT-GMAT-GRE-.MCAT-.NCLEX
it pisses me off.
Because people like you
will always be the first people to
complain and the last to offer any
kind of active criticism that may
help people like me. And people
like Underwood.
So, if you want to see some
"better, more prepared articles" in
this paper from now on, come
down here and try it for just one
month.
Study anytime, anywhere with one of
Meetings are over for this
Kaplan's proven online courses for the
semester, unfortunately, but I look
LSAT, QMAT, GRE, MCAT or NCLEX
forward to seeing you at the first
Score higher—at your convenience!
one next year.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Then you win offer a for-

m m

Wellness Fair A Success

Quit dreaming about
a higher score.
Prep all night instead.

mal apology to Underwood and
the rest of my hard-working staff,
Mr. Concerned Student, when
you see how hard it is to maintain all the other responsibilities
along with this.

KAPLAN
1-SOOKAP-TEST
kaptest.com

Of course, I know you
won't show up.

People like you never do.
KimUrann
Editor-in-Chief
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Camp Counselors and Specialists
Leading Summer Day Camp in Chester is seeking
energetic role models for Camp Counselors and Activity Specialists, including Arts & Crafts, Boating, Music
and Games, and Nature/ Outdoor Education.
Positions are full-time summer seasonal with over-time
pay. Great experience working with children in a real
summer camp. Prior experience welcomed but not
required.
Competitive pay & YMCA Membership
Pre-Camp training is required and provided
EOE, Drug-free Workplace
Call the YMCA TODAY at 748-9622 ext. 20
■ ■ ■■■■!

!■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

■ Booth Winners at the Wellness Fair:
! nvrfeat Health Partner/ for "Bo/t Cr*aliv*"
I IMHOM COIC»I Society tor "»o/* Interactive"
1
MD tor 6W Cdncotieaor
■

; Door Prize winners at the Wellness Fair:

■
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J
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Massage-Kimberly Williams
Massage-G.I.VE Office
$50.00 Wal-mart Certificate-Laura Whitley
$25.00 Wal-mart Certificate-Christy Adams
$25.00 Wal-mart Certificate-Dr. Cathy Roy
$20.00 Kroger Certificate- Meredith Bowman
$25.00 Barnes and Noble Certificate-Meredith Thompson
One month Ultimate Fitness Gym membership-Devon
Obenauer

KEVINS CORNER
KEW ROCK
Cak^gr Editor

A few mote Deep Thoughts for you...
1. Why does the sun lighten our hair, but
darken our skm?
*J
2. Why is a boxing ring square?
3. Why is }t that rain dfrjjs but snow falls?

4. Why is it that to^^Hndows95, you
have m click on "S&rtr
5. Why is the third bond on a watch called a
secondhand?
6. Why isn't there a special name for the tops
of yoarleet?
7 Why don't you ever see the headline
"Psychic Wins Lottery
it called lipstick if you can still
move your lips?
9. Why is it considered necessary to nail
down the lid of a coffin?
10. Can fat people go fJUnay-dipping?
at pea have any Deep Thoughts of your own, feel free
then to me at knvook01ongwood.Iwc.edu

Rental Review:
STEPHANIE RIGGSBY
General/Ads Manager

How do you feel about conspiracy theories? Are you aware
that there are secret societies located at top institutions where the
CIA was created and where leaders are bom and bred? Did you
know that once you become
"tapped" and become a member,
you're a member for life?
If you did not, then you
need to watch The Skulls, starring
Joshua Jackson, Paul Walker,
Leslie Bibb and Craig T. Nelson.
Jackson p!ays Luke
McNamara, a kid from the wrong
side of the tracks who gets into a
top institution and longs to become an attorney, but does not
know how to pay for it.

Walker plays the very hot jam packed with fast cars, secrets,
Mr. Caleb Mandrake, the golden and enough shots of Paul
boy who has been "bom to be a Walker's chest to make any girl
Skull." Nelson, of Coach, plays want to transfer to Yale or
Caleb's father Litten Mandrake, Harvard.
Featuring a soundtrack with
who will stop at nothing to see the
secret society of the Skulls live artists such as Lorna Vallings and
BTK, you're sure to enjoy this
on.
Bibb rounds out the cast as movie.
So ladies, if you've got a
Chloe, Luke's love interest that
eventually helps him to... well if couple of hours and you want to
see a really good movie, or you
I told you, I would spoil it.
As Jackson's character guys out there are thinking about
slowly becomes involved with the conspiracy theories and secret soSkulls and their offerings of cieties in relation to academia,
power and money, he loses sight then your best bet is to rush, rush,
of what's important, and after a rush right out to the nearest video
tragic instance he vows to learn rental store and grab The Skulls.
the truth about the Skulls and You don't want to miss this
seeks to expose them for what movie.
Raring: A
they really are.
The action that follows is

Bonk Review: Adrian* I rigiani s Big Sfefl* Gap'
IPCUISLETHOMPSO
NewsKopy Editor
Adriana Trigiani'a Rig
Stone Gap was an unexpected joy.
I found it while wandering
through the library one day and
thought it looked intriguing.
It turned out to be a very
[down to earth, human story about
Ave Maria Mulligan, a woman
who turns 35 and believes her life
is over.
i he it she discovers a skelin the family closet that turns
worMljptJdadown.

__ . ».^ia^,
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***** «■■ ^^n^^^n^a^a* ^^nw^^y^mm
ghng plans, peoffe, and activities. overt nUfWl they dfeeover just
She begins to dtoover new things how vafaoMe she ia.
Big Stone Gap is written in
about people she has known her
whole life and taken for granted. the first person, which is unusual
Ave realizes that you can for a story concerning so many
never know all of someone be- people, but it makes it more inticause we all have secrets and our mate.
own reasons for heaping town. .
Yau t— sne right into Ave's
Big Stone Gap is filled with head and understand her reasoncharacters that come right ofl* the ing for every action she takae. but
page. There is Jack MacChesney, you also get a feel for what she
• coal miner looking for true love; doesn't see in the bebavica of the
Bra Lou Wade, a 40 year old li- other characters. 't
hrarian still sewing her'
Rating: A

Rental Review: Almost Famous
DANIELLE PEZOLD
Asst. Editor
Every year when Oscar fever rolls around, I find myself at
the video store pondering whether
or not to chance renting the flick
that has every critic raving, and
nominees lining the lists.
I have certainly taken some
misguided chances, for those of
us who remember Slingblade, or
perhaps the one about the piano
playing protege whose father
beats him. I can't even remember
the title of that one.
But when I stopped in front
of a large poster of Kate Hudson
in her sunglasses. Almost Famous
convinced me to take that chance.
It was well worth it
The story was engaging
from the opening credits, and every character was well developed
and well loved.
Characterization was far
and away the strongest point of
this movie. The acting was su-

perb.
There aren't many films
that I can think of, where every
role is portrayed so accurately,
and so believably. It wasn't even
what I would call an ensemble
cast, as it consisted mostly of
newcomers and unknowns, but it
worked. Francis McDormand was
one exception, who shone in her
role as the lead character's
mother.
The movie takes place in
the 1970's, when rock and roll
was spiraling into a drugged
oblivion. William Miller is a high
school student, played by Patrick
Fugit, who gets a chance to tour
with an up and coming band,
called Stillwater.
He has been assigned to
cover them by Rolling Stone
magazine, who is unaware of his
age
Outside the first concert he
encounters Penny Lane, played
with splendid instability by Kate
Hudson, who is the leader of some

groupies called the Band Aids.
The good times begin as he
boards the tour bus, and sees life
through the lights and smoke of
rock and roll.
Almost Famous has all the
betrayal and thinly veiled net
working that this world was mired
in, while giving a heart and faces
to a wildly good party.
As his mother screams
"Don't Take Drugs!" over the
phone lines, you get a sense of a
time passed. William has moved
into a world his mother will never
see or understand, and yet he has
done so with his eyes fairly wide
open, and manages to keep his
humanity and his insight.
He understands what's going on around him, but he doesn't
become it, and you love him for
it.
Director Cameron Crowe,
swings us around with him on this
semi-autobiographical ride, and I
thank him for it. Congratulations
Kate! You earned it

This Week in Lancer Productions | Financial investing Workshop
One weekend, one party,
one Long wood.
The theme for Spring
Weekend 2001 certainly seemed
to fit the scene this past Saturday,
April 7.
From 12 p.m. to 6 p.m., different bands filled the main stage,
a variety of foods were eaten,
booths were visited, and students
were burnt by the hot sun.
Entertainer Travelin' Max
hosted the different bands
throughout the day and even performed his routine, engaging the
audience in his Caribbean-style
sing along.
The bands Bone Pony, The
Mike Plume Band, and
Longwood's own Bryan Lee
played throughout the afternoon
as the students anticipated the
closing band, Fighting Gravity.
All the rock bands rocked

the stage and made Spring Weekend 2001 extremely enjoyable.
The only setback to the
weekend was the inflatable fun
that was supposed to be at
Long wood on Saturday.
Unfortunately, the people
who run the inflatables were involved in a three car pile-up the
day before.
Fortunately, the people
were uninjured, but the inflatables
were damaged, thus they were not
able to make it for Spring Weekend.
Lancer Productions, however, is planning on bringing them
back for a weekend near the end
of the semester.
Otherwise, Spring Weekend 2001 was a complete success
with great entertainment, student
involvement, alumni returning,
and wonderful weather!

Qkteer Corners
Aaw Career Corner:
lam a senior graduating in
May and that thing called "the
real world" is quickly approach
ing I'm nervous about starting
my first job, and I wonder 1/1 wiM
be able to make it on my own. Do
you have any suggestion*
might hi p me in this huge I

**Ha«MS:~

We have just what you
need! At 3:30 p.m. on Thursday,
April 26, the Career Center wiH
be holding a program called Trail
sUion to the Workplace
turn program will cover a
i of topics involving your
krio "the raal world."
«it about various do's
.of year fir*job, bow
BV. and what it's like
I oo your own

A big thank you goes out to
all that helped pull off the weekend including: Lancer Productions, Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity, and the Men's Rugby Team
as the sponsors and for all the help
throughout the day.
Also, it wouldn't have been
the same without Aramark's help
with lunch and dinner, printing
services for the posters, the
Longwood Police Department for
all their help with the event, Doug
and Earl for the electrical concerns, and to the Longwood carpenters and facility crew for making clean-up so easy!
And thank you to everyone
who came out and enjoyed the
day!
Make sure to check out
other upcoming campus events
brought to the students by Lancer
Productions.

World

Want to know where to begin with your
financial investments after graduation?
Come and see what the pros have to say!
7:00 p.m. April 17,2001
in Hiner Auditorium, room 207
Learn about stocks, bonds, retirement plans,
establishing credit, and much more.
'Refreshments will be served in Hiner Lobby following the program. I
This event is sponsored by the Alumni Office

SENIOR WEEK
2001

Interviewing SkMk workshop on
Tuesday, April 17 at 3:30 p.m. so
that you can learn the right things
to say and do during an interview.
If yon have any Questions,
pleat* feat free to call our office
at x2063 or come by Lancaster
199.
If you have a question for
Career Corner, *r*d i »er|ftj*to

MONDAY, MAY 7TH
Senior Dinner. 5:00 pm-Grand Dining Room

Longwood Theatre To Present
A Midsummer Night's Dream

Cafe Night 9:00 pm

TUESDAY, MAY 8TH
Tubing down the James River
10:00 am meet in front of Lancaster

PRESSRELEASE
Longwood Theatre concludes the 2000-2001 season with
William Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream.
This whimsical comedy of
errors will be performed in
Jarman Auditorium, April 18-21
at 8 p.m. and April 22 at 3 pm
The play is a tale of
nuschievious fairies and their attempt* to toy with the emotions
of two young couples.
Set in ancient Greece,
Ly sander and Hermia are teenagers in love. However, Hermia's
father has given Demetrius permission to be with Hermia. Meanwhile, Helena remains infatuated
with Demetrius.
la an attempt to be together,
Lysander and Hermia flee to the

forest, where a band of fairies,
including the rascally Puck, discover the young lovers. The fairies amuse themselves by putting
the lovers under their spell.
In the meantime, Demetrius
and Helena have followed
Lysander and Hermia in the forest, only to become entrapped in
the fairies' games as well.
Directed by Gene Muto,
chairman of the Longwood College Department of Communication Studies/Theatre and senior
theater major, Jenna Granger, A
Midsummer Night's Dream features the following large ensemble of Longwood College students: Elena Asban, Stephanie
Atkins, Nicole Ban, Matt Bolte,
Beau Cislo, Owen Davis, Heather
Fritchley, Jenna Granger,
Chalmers Hood, Josh Howell,

David Janeski, Lily Lamberta,
Damien Morrison, Brooke
Quinlan, Dan Steele, Nathan
Stockman. Bobby Vrtis, Eddie
Webster, and Andrea Yarnell.
Scenic and light designer
for the production is Tony Hardin
and technical direction is by Paul
D. Shreiner.
Costume designer is Patt
Ness and assistant costume designer is Jessica Smith.
The stage manager is
Samantha Weldon and assistant
stage managers are Ariana Ortega
and Hilary Smith.
Tickets go on sale April 4
and will also be available at the
door. For tickets or information.
call the Jarman Box Office at
(804) 395-2474. Box office hours
are Tuesday-Thursday, 3:30-5:30
p.m.

$12.50 per person (pay in Alumni Office by April 20th)

WEDNESDAY, MAY 9TH
Twin Lakes State Park Picnic, 3:00-8:00 pm
Swimming. Sunning, and Food!
Sign up in Alumni Office by April 20th

THURSDAY, MAY 10TH
Happy Hour © High St Diner 4-9 pm

FRIDAY, MAY 11TH
Baccalaureate
Cafe Night at 9:30 pm

CAT
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Friday Saturday Sunday Mi
13th
14th
15th
1
Chamber Singers
Concert
in the Farmville United
Methodist Church
@ 7:30 p.m.

Softball
vs.
Limestone
@ 1:30 p.m.
College Night at the
Richmond Braves
$1 for college students
@ 7:00 p.m.

lake a day off,
order from
The Rotunda
Just a few more weeks
left before summer
time again!

AH Son

I
South
@
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♦ Counseling Center * Counsel
■

-

*

Dr. Wayne O'Brien and Dr. Maureen
professionals who offer counseling se
to Longwood students. There are mai
students participate in counseling:
♦
To understand themselves bet
♦
To improve grades
♦ , To relieve symptoms of depre
♦
To recover from trauma
♦
To improve relationships
The Counseling Center is located in I
Hall, Suite 126. Please call 395-2409
an appointment
Email the Jewish Student Organization at JSOIwcOyahoo.com
We' li answer your questions
-

1

J

♦ Counseling Center ♦ Counsel:

EN PAR
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>nday Tuesday Wxhesdw Thursday

6th

17th

18tii

19th

Sisterhood Week
nHy Pin Attire

aseball
vs.
ern Virginia
1:00 p.m.

LetterDoy

MascotDay

Random GreekT-SWrt

Financial Investing
Workshop for Seniors
in Hiner Auditorium
7:00 p.m.

Baseball
vs.
Randolph-Macon
3:00 p.m.

Lacrosse
vs.
Roanoke
@ 4:00 p.m.

The Grace Street
Chamber Players
in Wygal
@ 7:30 p.m.

Longwood Theatre
Presents:
A Midsummer
Night's Dream
in Jarman
8:00 p.m.

Concert Choir and Jazz
Ensemble B Concert
in Wygal
@ 8:00 p.m.

Financial Investing
Workshop
in Hiner Auditorium
7:00 p.m.

ng Center ♦
Walls arcrviccs
ly reasons
far

y

sion or anxiety
ancaster
to schedule
ng Center 4»

Longwood Theatre
Presents:
A Midsummer
Night's Dream
in Jarman
@ 8:00 p.m.
AA Meeting
in the Dinwiddle Room
@ 8:00 - 9:00 p.m.

far*

US IM O« Yd* Hot wftffM
QOIKG ATOIMD omwsi

If you know of anything from birthdays, to
meetings, to off-campus events...anything
under the sun, let as know! Email vsi
rotunda@longwood.rwc.edu

Hie main walkway of booths was crammed with students, alumni, and visitors.
Photo by Kevin Bopp

r n r ffl
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The Equestrian Team saddles up for horse rides on ARC lawn.
Photo by Kevin Bopp

The Kappa Pi booth hard at work.
Photo by Dawn Kane hi

C1

I
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Travelin' Max entertains the crowd.
Photo by Dawn Kant hi

Oozeballfun!!!!
Photo by Kevin Bopp

Unity Alliance gives out free Tarot readings on the Stubbs lawn.
Photo by Kevin Bopp
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THE LONGWOOD COLLEGE
ARCHAEOLOGY FIELD SCHOOL
May 21 - June 15,2001

(-.■n...

That's right! For four weeks you can live
the adventure that is archaeology and earn
6 credits at the same time. Brave the wilds
of Charlotte County as you discover the
remains of an ancient culture along the
banks of the Staunton River. The crew for
this summer's adventure is now forming.

mm
.

For more information
Contact Mr. Brian Bates at 395-2875
e-mail: bbates@longwood.lwc.edu
Minimum G.P.A of 2.5 or permission of instructor required

I
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icrosse Season Hits LC Baseball Hitting Their Stride
,2001

Snag; Ranked # 3

are oc
toRai

goals and had an assist
Junior R
Stafford HSan<
#3 in Taylor/Bishop Iretc
lima1 scored twice.
in four
Senior N
Lancers Albemarle HS
next travel goals in ti
Macop. April 11 at 4

p.».
^^^^■fenc.LC trailed 5- lead in pair *ith41
3 atthe hatf but reversed the score
Smith le«^^^^^H|
r ! pe- ; to knot the sists with 23, and >. netta
8 ftet tegulation.
^^■kswell. j^^^HBteam
Both teams Were scoreless
der in goals with 32, and has
the lint overtime and each
I on nine go;.!.
once in the second o verDeoson has 35 points on 30
to make the score 9-9.
goals and five assists, and Taylor
In the third overtime neither has 29 points on 18 goals and 11
team scored, but in the fourth ex- assists Hadrys has 17 goals and
tra period, which was sodden- five assists for 22 points and
death, Limestone netted the sophomore
Jen Hiihert/
game-winning god.
Annandale HS has 20 points on
Junior Beth Hadrys/ 14 goals and six assists.
lefpamiMu (Mat) 88 led LongLongwood wftl return
wood offatiaiwely with three goats Inane to Lancer PWd April 19,
and an assist and freshman Carlee hosting Roanoke College at 4
I fMv/AlhwnfTte HB «ew«l twn QJ

Berg Named Domino's
Player of the Week
GREGPROUTY
Sports Information
Longwood College
women's golf standout Ellen
Berg/Linkoping,
SwedenBerzeliusskolin
HS has been selected as the
Longwood/
Domino's 'Player
of the Week' for
the period of
April 4-10.
The Lancer
honorees are chosen
by
the
College's sports
information office.
Berg, a
freshman, shot a
74-74-148 to tie
for first-place
among 71 collegiate golfers at the
annual
Lady
Duke Invitational
hosted by James
Madison University April 7-8.
Her 148 total equals the
2nd-best score all-time for 36boles at the College.

Berg has played 18 of 20
rounds this year for Longwood
(#3 in Division II, #1 in East Region), and sports a team-best and
school freshman-record scoring
average of
78.39 (6th-best
all-time).
She
ranks #4 overall in Division
II, #2 among
Division II
freshmen, and
ranks among
Division IPs
top 10 in
nearly every
statistical category.
Longwood
will
compete in the
NCAA Division
II
Women's Golf
Championships May 1619.
Ellen is
the daughter of Erik and AnnChristin Berg of Link oping. Sweden and is a business major at
Longwood.

GREGPROUTY
Sports Information
Longwood won four of five
games late last week, taking two
of three CVAC games from
Belmont Abbey (N.C.) April 7-8
after sweeping a doubleheader
from Saint Paul's April 5. The
Lancers defeated the Abbey 5-4
and 6-3, dropping an 11-8 decision to the Crusaders,
while winning 17-1
and 14-4 against Saint
Paul's.
Longwood is
now 18-11 overall, 711 in the CVAC, and
scheduled to host Saint
Paul's for another
twinbill April 10 at
Lancer Stadium before
playing a single game
at Virginia State April
11.
Against Belmont
Abbey in the series finale, LC rallied with
two runs in the bottom
of the 9th inning for the
come-from-behind
victory as senior Travis
Pfitzner/Gar-Field HS
(2-4, RBI) scored the
winning run off a
bases-loaded walk to
freshman Kevin Griffin/Cave Spring HS (3-4,2 RBI).
Pfitzner had drove in the gametying run with an RBI double.
Griffin had an RBI single
in the 6th inning to tie the game
at 2-2 before the Crusaders went
ahead 4-2 with two runs in the 8th
inning.
Freshman
' Louis
Shackelford/Denbigh HS (2-3.
RBI) added a sacrifice fly in the
6th inning.
Sophomore
Patrick
Richardson/Varina HS (2-1) took
the pitching win with 1.0 inning
of shutout relief, allowing no hits
with a strikeout.
Freshman Brett Brobston/
Grafton HS 1-2) started on the
mound for the Lancers and
pitched 6.0 solid innings, scattering five hits with one earned run
allowed and nine strikeouts.
In the nightcap of the Abbey doubleheader, LC scored two
runs in the 1st inning and four
more runs in the 2nd inning en
route to the triumph.
Pfitzner (1-3,2 RBI) got it
started with a two-run home run
in the opening inning. Sophomore LaRon Wilson/Lee-Davis
HS (2-3. RBI) added an RBI

single in the 2nd inning, as did
classmate Orlando James/LeeDavis HS (1-2, RBI).
Senior Derrick Ellison/
Loudoun County HS (5-2) earned
the pitching win with the fust 5.0
innings, scattering seven hits with
two earned runs and six
strikeouts.
In the opener, LC fell behind 6-1 before scoring five runs

in the 5th inning only to have the
Crusaders add five more runs to
take the win.
Freshman Brian Medley/
Halifax County HS (4-4, RBI) hit
a solo home run in the 6th inning,
while sophomore Jeremy
Knicely/Spotswood HS (1-4, 3
RBI) hit a three-run home run in
the 5th inning.
Freshman Taylor Dixon/
Robinson HS (1-4,2 RBI) added
a two-run double in the 5th for the
Lancers.
Junior Matt Davis/Monacan HS (0-1) took the mound loss
with 1.0 inning of middle relief,
allowing one hit and two earned
runs.
Against Saint Paul's in the
opener, LC scored eight runs in
the 4th inning en route to the fiveinning triumph.
Knicely (I -3, 6 RBI) hit a
three-run home run in the 4th inning to spark the win, while Griffin (3-3,2 RBI) added a run-scoring double in the 2nd inning.
Pfitzner (I-4.2 RBI) added
a two-run single in the 4th inning,
while senior Dave Trumbower/
Cave Spring HS (2-2, RBI) had
an RBI single in the same inning.

Local sophomore Brian Thompson/Central of Lunenburg HS
(1 -0) got the pitching win with the
final 2.2 innings in relief, scattering one hit with five strikeouts.
In the nightcap, LC scored
13 runs in the 1st inning while
sending 18 batters to the plate en
route to another five-inning win.
Knicely (2-3,6 RBI) again
provided the spark with a grand
slam home run in the 1st inning
during his second at-bat in the
inning, following a two-run
single during his first at-bat in
the opening frame.
Thompson (1-1. 2 RBI)
had a two-run triple in the 4th
inning, while Dixon (1-2, RBI)
added a run-producing single in
the 2nd inning.
Sophomore Tripp
Metzger/Lee-Davis HS (2-0)
took the mound win with a complete-game effort, allowing just
two hits — the run unearned —
with nine strikeouts.
Through 29 games. Longwood is being led offensively by
Wilson with his .434 batting average, including seven home
runs and 20 RBI.
Wilson is followed by
Pfitzner (.410, 8 HR. 37 RBI).
Griffin (.389, 1 HR. 10 RBI),
Medley (.362, 5 HR, 21 RBI),
Trumbower (.357, 16 RBI),
Knicely (.350, 11 HR, 43 RBI),
James (.321, 1 HR. 9 RBI), senior Ryan Costa/Buffalo Gap HS
(.272, 1 HR, 21 RBI), and
Shackelford (.260,2 HR, 22 RBI).
On the mound, sophomore
Jason Hunsecker/York HS is 4-0
with a 3.20 ERA through 39.1 innings with 30 strikeouts.
Hunsecker is followed by
Ellison (5-2, 4.17 ERA, 36.2 innings, 37 strikeouts), freshman
Robbie Chinn/Midlothian HS (25, 5.18 ERA, 48.2 innings, 35
strikeouts), and Richardson (2-1,
5.57 ERA. 42.0 innings, 32"
strikeouts.
The Lancers are hitting
.344 as a team with 39 home runs
and 231 RBI, while the pitching
staff has a combined ERA of 4.87
through 225.1 innings with 187
strikeouts.
Following the games
against Saint Paul's and Virginia
State, Longwood will travel to
conference opponent SL Andrews
(N.C.) for another three-game
weekend series April 13-14
The two teams will play a
single game Friday beginning at
2:30 p.m. before playing a
doubleheader Saturday at 12 pjn..
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aunt, a resdess two-year-old, and
Hmmmm. Food, food, t- two hormonal teenage girls, with
shirts, food, food, bookstore, no games, toys, or distractions
between me and the four hundred
food, food. See a pattern?
No lick-n-stick tatoos. ring questions they all feel compelled
toss, dart throwing at balloons, to ask. And I'm alone.
Here's my point. Neither
fishing for plastic ducks in a plasthe administration nor the student
tic pond. Nothing!
The DZ's had a dirty kiddie organizations can help out with
pool filled with dirty balls, but my crazy shallow gene pool. Can
that wasn't appealing even to the you? Please?
But here's how they can
two-year-old.
The Rotunda staff had one help.
Student organizations need
of the better booths where they
were raffling off donations from to be better prepared and more
area businesses, but I'm on staff imaginative when working a
booth. I've seen homeless people
so I couldn't participate.
Some guy, not in a booth pull cleaner food from the garbut camped on the lawn, was bage than some of the stuff orgareading tarot cards, but I had just nizations were trying to push off
called Sister Cleo earlier in the on unsuspecting parents and visiweek so there was no need to stop tors.
The administration could
there.
Meanwhile, my cousin and be more selective in the types of
her Mind are following savond booths they allow and limit the
feet bemad me and periodically repetitiveaess of the goods and
opportunities they pedel.
catcMBjfcBptoask"Wh»'lher
This past Spring V*Mkend
"That's a guy that*B never
ask yew out because it'* illegal to may have been ttttjN to one
thing. My mom was so dis&pleafameen-year-oldgM."
That doesn't deter than and poimed that she vowel *» aever
return.
i»ey aak toe fifty more times.
Although, my mom's not
Now I'm stuck, in eighty
degree weather, with my moo*. one on keeping bar word

Men's Golf Keeps Up
to Par at Tournament
GREGPROUTY
Sports Information
Long wood shot a 303-304(07 to place fifth among 12 teams
at the Elizabethtown/White Lake
Chamber of Commerce Invitational at Carolina Sands in
North Carolina
April 7-8.
Pfeiffei
(N.C.) won the
event with its
307-279-586 at
the Carolina
Sands
Golf
Club measuring
6,925-yards, a
par 72 layout
The
Lancers will
next compete at
the
annual
CVAC Men's
Golf Championships April 22-24.
In North Carolina. LC was
led by senior Niklas Jansson/
Balsta, Sweden (68-78) and freshman Carl Magnusson/Linkoping,
Sweden (75-71), each with 146
totals to be for fourth-place individually among 61 golfers.

Jansson led the tournament
after the first day of competition.
They were followed by junior Myles Jones/La Moye, United
Kingdom (79-77-156, t-37th),
sophomore Chris Pugh/Cave
Spring HS (81-78159. I-45th), and
freshman
Mike
Nemcosky/Great
Bridge HS (82-78160, t-49th).
Through four
tournaments this
spring and nine
rounds of golf,
Longwood continues to be led by
Magnusson and his
impressive 74.89 average.
Magnusson is
followed by Jansson
(75.42), Nemcosky
(78.00), Jones (78.08), and Pugh
(78 47)
The Lancers are averaging
305.53 as a team this year.
The CVAC Championship
Tournament will be played in
Monroe, N.C. at the Stonebridge
Golf Club.
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Softball Drops Three of Four
PAVLLYON
Sports Information

at the plate. Burnette was 1-2
with an RBI, and WolffCoussoulos was 1-3 with a run
and a stolen base.
Against Pfeiffer, LC
bounced back with a win in the
first game, shutting the Pfeiffer
offense down.
Burnette pitched, giving up
only two hits and no earned runs
in six innings of work.

Longwood went 1-3 in
CVAC play April 7-8, splitting a
doubleheader with Pfeiffer (N.C.)
— winning 10-1 before falling 43 after dropping a twinbill at
Queens (N.C.) 4-0 and 5-2.
The Lancets now stands at
18-12-1 overall, 6-3-1 in the
CVAC with three conference doubleheaders remaining in the regular
season.
Longwood will
host St. Andrews (N.C.)
April 11.
At Queens, the
Royals scored all four of
their runs in game one in
the first inning.
The Lancers were
led by senior Jody Case/
A.L. Fortune (Canada)
who was 2-3, while junLongwood did most of its
iors Jodi Wolff-Coussoulos/
Fauquier HS and Colleen damage in the third inning, scorCooney/S tafford HS each went I - ing seven runs and taking advantage of several miscues from the
3.
Sophomore
Angie Falcons.
Case was 2-4 with five RBI,
Burnette/Southern Durham
(N.C.) HS was the pitcher of including a three-run double in
the third.
record for the Lancers.
Burnette went 1-3 with two
In the second game, LC
helda2-l lead after the top of the RBI recorded on her towering
fifth inning, but another outburst two-run blast over the left-field
from Queens in the bottom half fence in the third inning.
Wheeler was 1-2 with arun
of the inning did Longwood in.
Sophomore
Tiffany scored and an RBI.
Wheeler pitched all eight
Wheeler/Orange County HS
pitched for LC and also went 2-3 innings in game two, scattering

six hits and giving up three earned
runs.
Wheeler also went 2-4 with
another RBI in the game.
Freshman Heather Will
iams/Appomattox HS went 1-2
with an RBI and made several
nice defensive plays at third base
forLC.
Classmate Kelly Burns/
Damascus (Md.) HS was 1 -4 with
an RBI.
Through 31 games. Longwood is led by sophomore Andi
Papadopoulos/Hopewell HS
with a .365 average in 52 at-bats
Classmate Shelby Ray/
L.C. Bird HS is batting .325 and
leads the team with eight
doubles, 15 RBI, and is tied for
the lead in home runs with 2.
Sophomore pitcher Jennifer Potts/Loudoun Valley HS
missed all four games last weekend with an injury but is hitting
.319 with 10 RBI.
With a strong weekend.
Case has upped her average to
.300, with six doubles and 13
RBI.
Potts has appeared in 25
games for Longwood and has
pitched 142.1 innings with 74
strikeouts, 16 complete games
and a no-hitler.
Following the St. Andrews
games, Longwood wil! host
CVAC opponent Limestone
(S.C.) April 14 before hosting
Barton (N.C.) to complete the
regular season April 16 at Lancer
Field

Women's Tennis Has The
Serve and Volley Going
GREG PROUTY
Sports Information

victories in singles from junior
ior
Michelle Williams Tober/Wash-

Longwood won three
CVAC matches last week, defeating Pfeiffer (N.C.) 6-3 April 5,
Limestone (S.C.) 9-0 April 7, and
Coker(S.C.)9-0April8.
The Lancers are now 11-3
overall. 8-1 in the CVAC, and
scheduled to host conference opponent Barton (N.C.) April 10 to
complete the regular season.
At Pfeiffer, LC got victories
in singles from senior Whitney
Shaw/Prince Georce HS (#2).
freshman Danielle Hess/Bel Air
(Md.) HS (#3), junior Laura
Veazey/Prince George HS (#5),
and freshman Loren Robertson/
Robinson HS (#6).
Against Limestone, LC got

ington-Lee HS (#1). Shaw. Hess,
senior Tricia Ramsey/Halifax
County HS (#4), freshman Cecilia
Robinson/Brookville HS (#5).
and junior Amie Slaton/Franklin
HS(#6).
At Coker. LC got wins in

singles from Williams Tober,
Shaw, Hess, Ramsey, Veazey. and
Robertson.
Through 14 matches, Longwood — ranked #7 in the ITA
East Region — is led in singles
by Hess with her record of 15-3.
Hess is followed by Veazey
(13-3), Ramsey (13-5), Robertson
(12-3), Shaw (12-7), Williams
Tober (10-8), Robinson (5-0), and
Slaton(5-l).
In doubles. Hess and Williams Tober are 15-6, followed by
Shaw and Veazey (8-3) and
Ramsey and Robertson (5-2).
Following the Barton
match, Longwood will participate
in the annual CVAC Women's
Tennis Championships April 2022 in Wilson, North Carolina.

—-
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Women's Golf
Hits The Links
MVLLYON
Sports Information
Longwood completed the
James Madison Lady Dukes Invitational April 7-8 with a score
of 307-324-631, giving the team
a seventh place finish among 16
team
Maryland tied with Rollins
(Ha.) for first but won the tournament on a tie-breaker with a
r3l3-303-616. TbeLanc- tit now await confirmation
i i invitation to the NCAA Di■a Women's Golf Championship May 16-19.
At JMU, freshman Ellen
Berg/Lmkoping, Sweden played
iwo outstanding rounds, finishing
in a : for first-place with a 7474-MIgMI.
lawmate Mary MUIage/
Eroaitnote, Ontario was 9econd
on the team with a score of 8079-139, which placed herded for
294.
Local senior Mtndy

Beamer/Nottoway HS shot a 7686-162 and tied with sophomore
Kacia Shwen/Rock Springs, Wyo.
(77-85-162) for 44th.
Freshman Kane Lado
Homewood-Flossmoor (lit) HS
shot an 83-90-73 to round out the
scoring for Longwood.
Through four tournaments
this spring and eight rounds of
golf, Longwood continues to be
led by Berg and her impressive
78.39 average.
Junior Vicki Matkovich/
Wheeling Park (W.Vi.) HS is out
for the year with an injury and fin
ished with an average of 79.54.
Beamer is next at 80.26,
and followed by Millage with an
81.95. Next are Shwen, who averages 85.00, and Ladowicz, at
86.29 per rouad.
The team's overall scoring
average is 321.21.
The NCAA Championship
Tburnament will be played in
Rock Hill, S.C. at the Rock Hill
Country Club.

Men's Tennis Scorches The Competition
GREG PROUTY
Sports Information
Longwood won three
CVAC matches late last week,
defeating Pfeiffer (N.C.) 7-2 April
5, Limestone (S.C.) 6-3 April 7.
and Coker (S.C.) 5-4 April 8.
The Lancers are now 8-8
overall, 4-5 in the CVAC, and
scheduled to host conference opponent Barton (N.C.) April 10 to
complete the regular season.
At Pfeiffer, LC got victories
in singles from junior Gorjan
Bilalagic/J.R. Tucker HS (#2),

sophomores Jeff Henley/Salem
HS (#3) and Paul Petersen/
Blacksburg HS (#4), junior Mirza
njazovic/Prince George HS (#5),
and sophomore Matt Graham/
Great Bridge HS (#6).
Against Limestone, LC got
victories in singles from Henley,
Petersen, Iljazovic, and Graham.
At Coker, LC got victories
in singles from Henley, Petersen,
and Iljazovic — clinching the
team win by taking two doubles
matches.
Through 16 matches, Longwood is led in singles by Iljazovic

with his record of 9-6. Iljazovic
is followed by Petersen (9-9),
Henley (8-9), G. Bilalagic (6-9),
Graham (6-9), and senior Igor
Bilalagic/Albert Einstein (Germany) HS (4-12).
In doubles, I. Bilalagic and
Petersen are 9-5, followed by G.
Bilalagic and Henley (9-6) and
Graham and Iljazovic (2-11).
Following the Barton
match, Longwood will participate
in the annual CVAC Men's Tennis Championships April 20-22 in
Wilson. North Carolina.

Useless But Entertaining Quotes of the Week
i The Baby Ruth candy bar was not named for Babe Ruth. It was named for
| President Cleveland's daughter, Ruth.
' Women's creed: Men are like linoleum. If you lay diem right the first
, time, you can walk on them for 20 years.
t In
1

weightlifting, I don't think sudden, uncontrolled urination should
automatically disqualify you.

• "Last night I dreamed I ate a ten-pound marshmallow, and when I woke up
the pillow was gone."
— Tommy Cooper

GET PRIMAL 11!

Longwood College 5r4 Bi~Annual Primitive Technology
Weekend Seminal- April 20-22, 2001
•Sponsored by the Primitive Technologies Club*

• Stone Tool Manufacture
• Pre-Historic Fire making Techniques
• Fooct Acquisition an4 Procurement
• Ceramic Technology
Instructional Staff:

Jefferson Green, Junior Antliropology Major
Zach Revene, Junior Anthropology Major
Tony Lozano, Junior Anthropology Major

Applications may be obtained in the Department of Sociology and Anthropology
office, Wynne 106. **All are welcome but space is limited!**
Applications due April 13.

i

Congratulation/ Rotunda
Raffle Winner/
Thanks to all of our sponsers for their donations and cooperation.
A special thanks to Finders Keepers, as well, for donating a silver goblet set which
was bought for $50 by a staff member's relative.
$20 TGIF Outlet Gift Certificate
J Crew Hat donated by TGIF Outlet
$ 10 Kroger Gift Certificate
4 Buffets from Golden Corral
Homemade Easter Bunny Basket donated by Hattie Shupin
CD Boom Box donated by Roy Ayres
$25 Illusions Gift Certificate
$25 Lighthouse Cafe Gift Certificate
$25 Keeton Soundz Gift Certificate
$ 10 Macado's Gift Certificate
2 Carat Citrine donated by MJS, Inc.
Whopper Value Meals donated by Burger King
$50 Circa 2011 Gift Certificate
6 Person Dinner from The Creamery
50% Off One Night at the Super 8
Free Lunch from the Best Super Deli
Large One-Topping Pizza from Pino's
Free Lunch from Cheese & Co.
$ 112 Ice Bucket donated by Martin the Jeweler
Free Manicure and Pedicure from Nailhouse Rock
$25 Piedmont Bike Shop Gift Certificate
Picture Frame donated by Eckerds
$ 10 Captain Seas Gift Certificate
$ 10 Shoney's Gift Certificate
Free 16 oz Blizzard from Dairy Queen
$ 10 in Rentals from Video 2000
$25 Noah's Last Stop Gift Certificate
Industrial Flashlight donated by Farmville Auto Parts
Organizers donated by Longwood Bookstore
2 Free Dinners Pork-N-More
Personal Alarm Systems donated by Radio Shack
2 Regal Cinemas Movie Tickets

Laura Reed
Justin Ellis
Ben Koontz
Pat Pezold
Tom Steger
Justin Ellis
Ben Koontz
Matt Seniw
Laura Reed
James Stevens
Judy Underwood
James Stevens (2) and Judy Underwood
Matt Seniw
James Stevens
Darci Pritts
Pat Pezold
Chris Bjornsen
Carrie Shaffer
Laura Reed
Katherine Nunally
Kristen Ingram
Genii Grimsley
Pat Pezold
Pat Pezold
Jamie Turner and Tom Steger (2)
Amy Avery and Matt Seniw
Laura Reed
Justin Ellis
Matt Seniw and Fran Hutcherson
Pat Pezold
Matt Seniw and Pat Pezold
Matt Seniw

Winners can pick up their prizes in the Rotunda office
across from the Post Office in the Student Union.
Thanks to all who participated!

